In this work, we consider an interference channel model in which K receivers cooperatively attempt to decode their intended messages locally by processing and sharing information through limited capacity backhaul links. In contrast to distributed antenna architectures that have been proposed in the literature, where data processing is utterly performed in a centralized fashion, the model considered in this paper aims to capture the essence of decentralized (over the cloud) processing, allowing for a more general class of interference management strategies. Focusing on the three-user case, we characterize the fundamental tradeoff between the achievable communication rates and the corresponding backhaul cooperation rate, in terms of degrees of freedom (DoF). Surprisingly, we show that the optimum communication-cooperation tradeoff remains the same when we move from two-user to three-user interference channels. In the absence of cooperation, this is due to interference alignment, which keeps the fraction of communication dimensions wasted for interference unchanged. When backhaul cooperation is available, we develop a new idea that we call cooperation alignment, which guarantees that the average (per user) backhaul load remains the same as we increase the number of users. b s11,s12,s13,s21,s22,s23,N,s32,s33 +c s11,s +1 12 ,s −1 13 ,s21,s22,s23,N,s32,s33
I. INTRODUCTION
Consider a wireless network in which K transmitters want to convey independent information messages to their intended receivers through K interfering links and a wired backhaul network that consists of noiseless links through which all receivers can interact with each other and cooperate in the decoding process. A fundamental question that naturally arises from this cooperative communication setup is "How much backhaul capacity is required in order to achieve a given communication rate?" or, equivalently "What is the best communication rate that one can achieve for a given constraint on the total backhaul capacity?"
For the two-user case, the above communication vs cooperation tradeoff has been characterized within a constant gap in [1] . From a degrees of freedom (DoF) perspective, if the average (per user) rate scales as R = DoF·log(P )+o(log(P )) and the average (per user) backhaul cooperation load scales as L = α · log(P ) + o(log(P )), the results of [1] can be used to show that the optimal communication vs cooperation tradeoff for the two-user interference channel is given by DoF * (α) = min{1, 1+α 2 }. This is a very intuitive result in terms of the achievable DoF; when α = 0, one can achieve DoF(0) = 1/2 by orthogonal user scheduling and when α = 1, DoF(1) = 1 can easily be achieved by exchanging the user's (appropriately quantized) received observations over the backhaul. However, we can immediately see that following the same approach for the K-user case is not optimal in general. To begin with, it is well-known that transmission schemes based on interference alignment [2] - [4] are still able to achieve DoF(0) = 1/2 no matter how many users are interfering in the network. The fundamental question that we aim to answer in this work is whether the same holds for all values of α ≥ 0; or, to put it in other words, whether the entire communication vs cooperation tradeoff remains unaffected by the presence of more than two interfering links.
Surprisingly, our results show that this is indeed the case for the three-user interference channel. In order to do this, in this paper, we develop the new idea of cooperation alignment that has the same effect on the backhaul load as interference alignment has on the degrees of freedom; from each receiver's perspective, it appears as if a single user jointly processes the observations of the entire network and only shares the necessary information over the backhaul.
The main contributions of this papers are as follows.
• We propose an information theoretic channel model that reveals the fundamental challenges of decentralized (over the cloud) backhaul cooperation in wireless networks, • We characterize the optimum communication vs cooperation tradeoff for three-user interference channels, and, • We show that a new form of alignment -that we term cooperation alignment -is required to achieve it. It is important also to note that distributed interference management techniques have been considered in [5] , [6] in the context of cellular networks, under different backhaul cooperation models, and that several results, closely related to our achievable schemes, have been developed in [4] , [7] - [10] . This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we provide the basic definitions and formally describe the proposed channel model. In Section III we outline our main results and in Section IV we give the corresponding achievability proof for cooperation alignment.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

A. Channel Model
The channel model considered in this paper is illustrated in Fig. 1 ... The received signal at the ith receiver at time t = 1, ..., n is given by
where h ij ∈ C is the (complex) channel gain between the jth transmitter and the ith receiver, and z i (t) is the additive circularly-symmetric complex Gaussian noise observed at receiver i with zero mean and unit variance. The decoders are able to collaborate over the backhaul in order to produce their estimates,Ŵ i , i ∈ {1, ..., K}. We assume that the backhaul network consists of directed noiseless links [i,î] , between every pair of decoders i =î ∈ {1, ..., K}, and the rate from decoder i to decoderî is denoted by R is therefore determined by the average joint entropy of the messages [m i→î (τ )] n τ =1 that pass through it and is given by
An important quantity that will be used in the rest of this paper is the average (per user) backhaul cooperation rate given by
B. Achievable Rates, Capacity, and Degrees of Freedom
The rate tuple (R 1 , R 2 , ..., R K ) is called achievable under an average backhaul cooperation rate constraint R b ≤ L, if for any > 0 and sufficiently large n, there exist a length-n coding scheme defined by:
• The message sets W i = {1, 2, ..., 2 nRi }, i = 1, ..., K.
• The encoding functions f i : W i → C n , i = 1, ..., K.
• The backhaul relaying functions g
.., K}, = i} is the collection of all the backhaul messages m i (τ ) received at decoder i up to time t, and B t iî is a finite set that denotes the message alphabet used for the backhaul link [i,î] at time t. • The decoding functions η i : C n × ∈{1,...,K}\{i}, t∈{1,...,n}
such that the corresponding probability of error given by P (n) e P ∪ i∈{1,...,K} {Ŵ i = W i } is less than , and the average backhaul cooperation rate satisfies the backhaul load constraint
The capacity region C L is defined as the closure of the set of all the rate tuples (R 1 , R 2 , ..., R K ) that are achievable with an average backhaul cooperation rate R b ≤ L.
For an achievable scheme, we are interested in characterizing the tradeoff between the average (per user) backhaul cooperation load given by
and the average (per user) achievable degrees of freedom (DoF) given by
The average DoF (per user) of the channel is denoted by DoF * (α) and defined as the supremum of DoF(α).
C. Example: Centralized processing
Under this framework, we can designate a specific receiver, say receiver 1, to take the role of the centralized processor and let all the other receivers quantize (within a constant distortion) and forward their observations to it. Now receiver 1 can jointly process all the observations to decode both its own message and the other K − 1 messages and subsequently forward the K − 1 decoded messages back to their intended receivers. As we can see this scheme is able to achieve the full DoF of 1 with backhaul cooperation load α = 2 (K−1)
K . If we timeshare between this scheme and the asymptotic interference alignment scheme that can achieve DoF(0) = 1/2, we can obtain the boundary shown with the dashed line in Fig. 2 .
III. MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we present the main result of this paper. This outer-bound is derived based on considering every pair of links in the network, and developing a bound on communication versus cooperation tradeoff between these two, while the remaining links are effectively eliminated from the system (by a genie giving their messages to both receivers). Due to lack of space we omit the formal proof of Theorem 1 here and we refer the reader to the long version of this paper.
Theorem 2 (Achievability) In the 3-user interference channel with average backhaul load α, we have
Theorems 1 and 2 characterize DoF * (α) for three-user channel as DoF * (α) = min 1, 1+α 2 . ↵ average (per user) backhaul load average (per user) DoF
The dashed line corresponds to the achievable tradeoff for K-user channels by centralized processing (Section II-C) and the yellow region shows the corresponding gap from the K-user outer bound of Theorem 1. In Theorem 2 we show that cooperation alignment is able to close this gap and achieve the optimal communication vs cooperation tradeoff for K = 3.
Recall that, as observed in Section I, for two-user interference channels, the optimum DoF per user is again DoF * (α) = min 1, 1+α 2 , and it is achievable by time-sharing orthogonal access (for α = 0) and quantize and forward (α = 1).
The question is why for the three-user case, we are able to achieve the same tradeoff. For α = 0, the answer is well-understood. We can achieve 1/2 DoF per user with interference alignment. However, it seems surprising that the DoF per user is the same for other values of α. This result basically says that not only in the wireless channel, the extra link does not affect the DoF per user (due to interference alignment), but also in the backhaul, the load of collaboration per user does not scale with the number of users. The reason is that in the backhaul, we implement another form of alignment, which we call cooperation alignment, that is able to hide the additional collaboration load that is due to the extra link.
Illustrating Example:
To describe the main idea behind cooperation alignment that we will later use in our achievability proof, we consider here a specific, yet illustrating, three-user interference channel with h 31 = γh 21 and h 33 = γh 23 , γ ∈ C, given by
This example is constructed such that the channel coefficients of x 1 and x 3 are aligned at receivers two and three, which allows us to implement and explain the cooperation alignment scheme in a simple way.
Let us assume that each transmitter uses a Gaussian codebook, carrying one DoF. We aim to show that each receiver is able to decode its own message, with backhaul load of α = 1.
In the above example, receiver 3 can first form the backhaul message m 3→2 as the quantized version of y 3 (with a constant distortion) and send it to receiver 2. Since x 1 and x 3 are aligned in m 3→2 and y 2 , receiver 2 is able to decode x 2 at full rate 1 by subtracting m 3→2 from γy 2 . Notice that at this point receiver 2 can also extract the term h 21 x 1 + h 23 x 3 from its observation. In order to help receiver 1 decode x 1 , receiver 2 can now combine x 2 and h 21 x 1 + h 23 x 3 into a single message m 2→1 as the quantized version of h 12 x 2 + h13 h23 (h 21 x 1 +h 23 x 3 ). This combination is formed such that x 2 and x 3 in y 1 and m 2→1 are aligned. Sharing m 2→1 over the backhaul will therefore help receiver 1 decode x 1 at full rate and subsequently extract the interfering term h 12 x 2 +h 13 x 3 . In a similar fashion, receiver 1 can recombine the newly available terms x 1 and h 12 x 2 +h 13 x 3 into the message m 1→3 as the quantized version of γh 21 x 1 + h32 h12 (h 12 x 2 + h 13 x 3 ) to help receiver 3 decode x 3 as well. This cooperative process, in which receivers iteratively decode desired messages, recombine interfering terms and share aligned backhaul messages that help another receiver decode, is what we refer to as cooperation alignment. ♦
In the above example, we could start the iteration because the combination of the signals observed at receiver 3 (γh 21 x 1 + γh 23 x 3 ) was already aligned with the interference observed at receiver 2. Therefore, by quantizing and forwarding y 3 to receiver 2, the latter could immediately eliminate its interference and decode x 2 with 1 DoF. The major challenge in the three-user IC with generic channel coefficients is that it would have been impossible to find a starting point for the above process since the corresponding channel coefficients are distinct in all receivers with probability 1. However -as we will see in the next section-we are able to create this form of alignment asymptotically by splitting the data streams into many sub-streams, each carrying a small fraction of the total DoF. The iterative approach is then started from a vanishing fraction of sub-streams that do not have any interference.
IV. ACHIEVABILITY OF DoF(1) = 1
We first define some short-hand notations. For a natural number N ∈ N, let s ij ∈ {1, ..., N }, i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, and Then, clearly s ∈ S N {1, .., N } 9 . In addition, for s ∈ S N , we define the monomial ν s , as ν s = i,j h sij ij . Furthermore, for a positive real number Q, we define Z Q Z ∩ [−Q, Q], i.e. the integer numbers between −Q and Q.
To form the transmit signals, we use the methodology proposed in [4] for real interference alignment, and its extention for complex channels in [11] . In addition, here, we follow the modulation technique used in [8] to achieve DoF of K for compute and forward (but with different encoding and decoding schemes). At transmitter one, the message W 1 is split into N 9 sub-messages, for some N ∈ N. Each sub-message is then coded, with a rate that will be specified later, and modulated over the integer constellation Z Q Z ∩ [−Q, Q] to form a sub-stream. Each sub-stream of message W 1 is indexed by a unique s ∈ S N and denoted by {a s (t)} n t=1 . The transmitter one at time t sends a weighted linear combination of sub-streams a s (t), and scaled by Γ, as x 1 (t) = Γ · s∈SN ν s a s (t).
Recall that ν s = i,j h sij ij . The scaling factor Γ guarantees that the power constraint is satisfied and will be determined later. We apply the same scheme at transmitters two and three to respectively form sub-streams {b s (t)} n t=1 and {c s (t)} n t=1 , s ∈ S N , and transmit signals x 2 (t) = Γ · s∈SN ν s b s (t) and x 3 (t) = Γ · s∈SN ν s c s (t). For simplicity of exposition, in the rest of the proof we drop the time index t, unless it is required for clarification. At time t, the corresponding received observations for i ∈ {1, 2, 3} are given by
where r 1,s a (s11−1),s12,s13,s21,s22,s23,s31,s32,s33 +b s11,(s12−1),s13,s21,s22,s23,s31,s32,s33 +c s11,s12,(s13−1),s21,s22,s23,s31,s32,s33 ,
r 2,s a s11,s12,s13,(s21−1),s22,s23,s31,s32,s33 +b s11,s12,s13,s21,(s22−1),s23,s31,s32,s33 +c s11,s12,s13,s21,s22,(s23−1),s31,s32,s33 ,
r 3,s a s11,s12,s13,s21,s22,s23,(s31−1),s32,s33 +b s11,s12,s13,s21,s22,s23,s31,(s32−1),s33 +c s11,s12,s13,s21,s22,s23,s31,s32,(s33−1) .
In addition, for convenience, in (8), (9), (10), and (11), for any s / ∈ S N , we assume that a s = b s = c s = 0, and we follow this assumption for the rest of the paper. We further note that r i,s ∈ Z 3Q for i ∈ {1, 2, 3} and s ∈ S N +1 . If we let I = (N + 1) 9 , Q = 1 3 P (1−ε)/(I+1+2ε) , and Γ = c 1 P (I−1+4ε)/(2(I+1+2ε)) , for some positive constant c 1 and ε, we can show that the power constant at each transmitter is satisfied [11] . At time t, in each receiver i, we apply Maximum Likelihood (ML) detection to estimate r i,s (t), for all s ∈ S N +1 from the received signal y i (t). Notice that the above detection could be erroneous for some receivers. For now, let us focus on a specific time t, where r i,s (t), s ∈ S N +1 are correctly decoded for all receivers and we will discuss the probability of error and its effect on the achievable rates later.
In the rest of this proof we aim to show that the receivers one, two, and three can respectively resolve desired symbols a s , b s and c s for all s ∈ S N based on the already individually detected sums r i,s by successively exchanging and processing information over the backhaul. For convenience, in the notation to follow, we will denote addition in the sub-message vector indices s ∈ S N with corresponding superscripts; e.g, a (s11−1),s12,...,s33 in (9) will be written as a s −1 11 ,s12,...,s33 . To start unraveling r i,s for all s ∈ S N +1 , i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, and resolve the desired symbols at each receiver, we start from the boundaries as follows. Notice that for all s ∈ {s ∈ S N +1 : s 31 = N + 1}, we have that r 3,s = a s11,s12,s13,s21,s22,s23,N,s32,s33 , and hence receiver 3 has resolved some of the symbols of receiver 1 without interference. Hence receiver 3 can give these symbols to receiver 1 directly over the backhaul. The result of this message passing step is that receiver 1 knows its desired symbols a s , for all s ∈ S N with s 31 = N . The corresponding backhaul rate that has been used for this step is given by N 8 log(2Q + 1). Now receiver 1 can subtract a s11,s12,s13,s21,s22,s23,N,s32,s33 from its corresponding observations in (9) and obtain the interference terms b s11,s12,s13,s21,s22,s23,N,s32,s33 +c s11,s +1 12 ,s −1 13 ,s21,s22,s23,N,s32,s33 , (12) for all s ∈ S N with s 31 = N . In order to help receiver 2, receiver 1 will form the sums (14) and hence subtracting them from (13) will create the terms b s11,s12,s13,s21,s22,s23,N,s32,s33 − b s11,s +1 12 ,s −1 13 ,s21,s −1 22 ,s +1 23 ,N,s32,s33 , (15) from which receiver 2 can successively resolve its desired symbols b s for all s ∈ S N with s 31 = N . The backhaul load for this step is equal to N 8 log(6Q + 1). Now we can already see that since receiver 2 knows b s11,s12,s13,s21,s22,s23,N,s32,s33 , it can extract from (10) the interference terms c s11,s12,s13,s21,s22,s23,N,s32,s33 + a s11,s12,s13,s −1 21 ,s22,s +1 23 ,N,s32,s33 , (16) for all s ∈ S N with s 31 = N . Giving the above terms to receiver 3 over the backhaul, will help it to decode c s for all s ∈ S N with s 31 = N , because receiver 3 already has a s for all s ∈ S N with s 31 = N . Since the number of symbols that have been exchanged in (16) is N 8 , the backhaul rate used for this step is equal to N 8 log(4Q + 1).
Knowing c s11,s12,s13,s21,s22,s23,N,s32,s33 , receiver 3 can extract from (11) (13) and (15), receiver 1 will help receiver 2 to resolve b s for all s ∈ S N with s 31 = N − 1. Now that receiver 2 knows b s11,s12,s13,s21,s22,s23,(N −1),s32,s33 , it can extract from (10) the interference terms +c s11,s12,s13,s21,s22,s23,(N −r),s32,s33 |s ij ∈ {1, ..., N } .
The above set of symbols M [r] i→j are carefully created in each round r based on the available observations and symbols at receiver i in the previous rounds such that the interfering terms match exactly the interference terms observed at receiver j. The recipient of M [r] i→j is therefore enabled to extract its desired symbol by subtracting the sum of the interfering symbols without knowing their individual values.
The total number of symbols that have been exchanged over the backhaul in the above scheme is given by
where each symbol is in Z 3Q . Therefore, the average (per user) backhaul rate that has been used can be calculated as R b ≤ #msg·log(6Q+1) 3
. Since M [r] 3→1 = N 8 , for all r = 0, 1, ..., N − 1, we have that #msg = 3N 9 . Then lim P →∞ R b log(P ) ≤ N 9 1−ε (N +1) 9 +1+2ε , which is arbitrary close to one, given large enough N and small enough ε.
For each time slot t such that the ML detection of r i,s (t), ∀s ∈ S N +1 at all three receivers is performed without an error, the above unraveling process guarantees that receivers one, two, and three will be able to obtain respectively the correct a s (t), b s (t), and c s (t), for all s ∈ S N . On the other hand, for the time slots t such that error occurs in the ML detection at any of the receivers, the above unraveling process will inevitably deliver incorrect symbols. Using Fano's inequality and the union bound, we can show that at each time t, the probability of error in detecting r i,s (t), for some s ∈ S N +1 and some i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, is upper-bounded by p e 3(N + 1) 9 exp(−c 2 P ε/2 ) for some constant c 2 [11] . Thus, each sub-stream can carry the rate of at least (1 − p e ) log(2Q + 1) − 1, which has DoF of 1−ε (N +1) 9 +1+2ε . Therefore, the DoF of each message can be at least N 9 1−ε (N +1) 9 +1+2ε , which is arbitrary close to one, given large enough N and small enough ε.
